
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

‘The Diary of a Nobody’ 
 

 
A Comedy for the Screen based on the comic novel by 

George & Weedon Grossmith 
 

Adapted  
by  

Jon Hayes 

 
“Why should I not publish my diary? I have often seen reminiscences of 
people I have never even heard of, and I fail to see – because I do not 
happen to be a ‘Somebody’ - why my diary should not be interesting. My 
only regret is that I did not commence it as a youth.” 

 
CHARLES POOTER, 
January 1st 1909 
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And who is Mr. Charles Pooter? 

 

Middle Class City clerk Mr. Charles Pooter sets out to write a diary in the great tradition of Pepys and Boswell to 

demonstrate that a year in the life of a ‘nobody’ is as important as a year in the life of any ‘sombody’.  

 

The Laurels, Brickfield Terrace, Holloway, January 1st 1909       

 

Mr. Charles Pooter is at his desk writing his diary. In voice over he solemnly informs us of the date, introduces 

himself, his family, and outlines his reasoning behind writing the diary; Mr. Pooter wants to be a 

somebody. This is a scene that we will return to from time to time when Pooter has something that he desperately 

wants us to know. 

 

The Pooters Charles and Carrie are in the process of moving into their new rented home The Laurels. For Pooter 

the move marks his arrival into a world of middle class respectability and his pride and excitement as he shows 

off his tiny empire to visiting friends Gowing and Cummings is infectious. Unfortunately Pooter’s habit of 

speaking over his wife Carrie leads to a sharp exchange between the couple as she deftly punctures his pomposity.   

 

The tour moves hurriedly on but the impression that all is not well in the Pooter household materializes again as 

Charles flaunts his garden. As the group listens to Pooter wax lyrical on the unique properties of Holloway soil a 

steady vibration begins to build. Suddenly a piercing whistle cuts the air as a locomotive steams by the foot of the 

garden blanketing everyone with a thick cloud of acrid black smoke. A horrible coughing and spluttering marks 

Pooters emergence from the cloud of smoke only to find Carrie glowering at him. Pooter begins a desperate 

defense designed to shift the blame onto the rental agent, but before he can get very far a terrible cracking sound 

interrupts him…Pooter looks on in horror as the wall at the foot of his garden slowly collapses. 

    

Meanwhile in Oldham.   

 

It is late and in the offices of Shadrupp, Fronk & Blascow all three of the distinguished partners are attempting 

to understand the convoluted dealings of one of their clerks. The clerk in question is stood in front of the partners 

explaining exactly how he has managed to lose a substantial amount of the firms money. His explanation is a tour 
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de force of impenetrable double speak that leaves the partners utterly confused. There is therefore only one 

option left to them and the glib young man is discharged forthwith. 

 

Three weeks at the Laurels. 

 

The first three weeks at The Laurels have been eventful, as Pooter has discovered that his beautiful home is riddled 

with small imperfections. In addition to this several pages from the back of Pooters diary have been torn out and 

used as firelighters. Pooter is convinced that the household has a thief and his prime suspect is Mrs. Birral the 

cleaner. Much to Carrie’s displeasure Pooter has also discovered the hard-wearing properties of red enamel paint 

and has ‘improved’ a great deal of the house including the fire grate, boot scraper, light fittings, and bath by 

painting them bright red. 

 

Meanwhile at Pooters office Perkupp & Sons a number of the juniors have taken to whistling the hornpipe 

whenever Pooter appears due to the cut of his trousers. The trousers flare alarmingly at the knee lending Pooter 

a rather nautical air. Whilst in conversation with Gowing and Cummings one evening Pooter relates these troubles 

all of which he attributes to the inattentiveness of his wife. Carrie after all is responsible for dealing with the 

tradesmen, Carrie who arranges matters with the tailor, and Carrie who is in charge of the household and therefore 

responsible for the untrustworthiness of their staff.  

 

Infuriated by her husband’s comments Carrie asks Gowing and Cummings to leave, but as they scramble to 

escape the forthcoming domestic explosion they are confronted by the Pooters terrified maid Sarah. Sarah has 

accused the cleaner Mrs. Birral of paper thievery and with the assistance of a large copper pan Mrs. Birral is 

vigorously defending her name. Sarah turns to see Mrs. Birral just as Carrie storms from the parlor followed by 

Pooter, both arguments meet by the tradesmen’s door trapping Gowing and Cummings in-between.  

 

On seeing the Pooters Mrs. Birral seizes the opportunity to hysterically defend her good name claiming that it is 

‘a fit up’. Pooter overcome with righteous indignation steps forward to take charge of the situation…and receives 

a clout about the head as a reward. In the midst of this a resounding knock is heard at the tradesman’s door 

freezing the combatants where they stand. Cummings slowly opens the door to reveal… 
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William ‘Lupin’ Pooter. 

 

It is none other than the glib young man from Oldham who is revealed as the Pooters beloved son Lupin. Lupin 

surveys the scene in front of him and with barely a pause collapses with laughter. Mrs. Birral seizes the opportunity 

to escape, but unfortunately catches her foot in the boot scraper and tumbles down the steps to freedom. 

 

Lupins explains that he has returned home after ‘resigning’ from Shadrupp, Fronk & Blascow in order to conquer 

London as Oldham is too small for a man of his ambition. Carrie is highly dubious of her son’s explanation but 

Pooter is overjoyed by his sons return and immediately sets about trying to arrange a job for him at Perkupps. 

Meanwhile Lupins plan to conquer London seems to consist of drinking heavily, sleeping late, and joining the 

local amateur dramatics group ‘The Holloway Players’. 

 

Mrs. James of Sutton. 

 

Despite Lupins arrival relations between Pooter and Carrie are still frosty and in an attempt to improve 

matters Pooter suggests an evening at the Theatre. Carrie demands that they invite her old school friend 

Mrs. James and in an uncharacteristic display of generosity Pooter announces that he will pay for the 

entire evening. This takes Carrie by surprise and leads to a warming of relations between the two, but 

unbeknownst to her the offer is not as generous as it appears. Pooter has an acquaintance that claims to 

be able to acquire free tickets for any show in London and it is this knowledge that has led to such 

generosity. 

 

Unfortunately on the evening itself Pooter discovers that his free tickets are in fact worthless and having 

brought very little money with him is forced to ask the James’s to pay for everything. Even worse Pooter 

discovers that the James’s are spiritualists and deeply committed to women’s suffrage, which is precisely 

why Carrie has invited them. Over the course of the evening as Pooter sulks it becomes clear that Carrie 

finds the James’s radical views deeply affecting and as the evening ends Carrie forces Pooter to agree to 

the James’s hosting a séance at The Laurels. 

 

Many announcements. 
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Pooters efforts to secure Lupin a position at Perkupps finally bear fruit when he is offered a job. 

Unfortunately Lupin is singularly unimpressed by this news and overshadows his Fathers announcement 

with one of his own: his engagement to a Miss Daisy Mutlar. Both Carrie and Pooter are shocked, but 

Pooter rises to the challenge by suggesting that the family celebrate these announcements by hosting their 

first party at The Laurels. But Pooters vision of an intimate elegant evening are soon dashed when he is 

forced to invite Mr. and Mrs. James, the entirety of the Holloway Players, and allow a séance to take place 

as promised. 

 

Two generations at work. 

 

Lupin begins his first week at the accountancy firm of Perkupp & Sons and is proudly shown around by 

his father. The effect of this is rather spoilt by Lupins constant criticism of the firm’s old-fashioned 

methods and the tour concludes in Mr. Perkupps office. It is here that Lupin is unexpectedly introduced 

to Perkupp & Sons richest and most valued client the American railroad baron and industrialist Mr. 

Hardfur Huttle. Lupin and Mr. Huttle quickly fall into conversation regarding share trading with Lupin 

making an unusually strong impression on Mr. Huttle. Mr. Huttle demands that Lupins position is altered 

and he be moved to the shares trading division as assistant to its head Mr. Job Cleanands. Such is Mr. 

Huttles importance to Perkupps that Mr. Perkupp himself has no choice but to acquiesce to the demand. 

 

A proper Pooter party. 

 

The day of the party arrives and gradually the evening starts to swing the only blot being the absence of  

Daisy Mutlar. As the party wears on a liberal supply of cherry brandy and the presence of the Holloway 

Players ensures that the party grows far rowdier than that envisioned by Pooter. Ultimately Pooter himself 

is press-ganged into playing the rear end of a pantomime horse and it is during this spectacular 

performance that his superior Mr. Perkupp arrives. 

 

Highly embarrassed Pooter attempts to salvage some dignity by leading Mr. Perkupp into a quieter area 

of the house. Unfortunately they manage to walk in on Carrie’s séance during an especially ardent plea to 

the dead. Pooter hurredily ushers Mr. Perkupp into the kitchen where to his horror Lupin and Daisy 

Mutlar in the midst of a fierce argument confront them. Mr. Perkupp makes his excuses and leaves 

followed closely followed by a sobbing Daisy Mutlar. The party closes with Carrie informing Pooter that 
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she has been invited to spend a week at the James’s, and Lupin drunkenly announcing that his engagement 

to Daisy Mutlar has been suspended.  

 

Rivals in love. 

 

Despite the collapse of their engagement Lupin remains infatuated with Daisy Mutlar, but has a rival for 

her affections in the form of the extremely rich Mr. Murray Posh. In order to continue to pursue Daisy 

with suitable extravagance Lupin begins speculating wildly on the stock exchange under the guidance of 

Mr. Job Cleanands. Lupins investments prove successful, so successful in fact that he begins investing on 

behalf of the Perkupps board and, more importantly, Mr. Hardfur Huttle. Unfortunately for Lupin despite 

his best efforts Dasiy remains enamoured with Mr. Murray Posh 

 

Lupin becomes desperate and on the advice of his superior Mr. Job Cleanands convinces Mr. Huttle, Mr. 

Perkupp, and the majority of the Perkupps board to invest heavily in Parrachikka Chlorates. But on 

opening the newspaper the following day the investors are shocked by the headline ‘Great Failure of Stock 

Market! Fraudster Mr. Job Cleanands Absconded!’  

 

Pooter is called before the board to answer for Lupins actions and learns that the financial troubles at 

Perkupp & Sons are far greater than he had imagined. Not only have the directors lost a considerable 

personal sum because of Lupin but also Mr. Job Cleanands has fraudulently removed a large portion of 

the company assets. As a direct result Perkupps most valuable client Mr. Hardfur Huttle has left the 

company taking several of their largest clients with them…apparently on the advice of one William Lupin 

Pooter! 

 

Unsurprisingly Lupin is once again discharged, but the damage to Perkupps itself cannot be so easily 

repaired and the directors’ fear that the company itself may not survive. The only possible solution is for 

the firm to win back Mr. Huttle in the hope that the return of such a high profile client will restore 

confidence in the Perkupp name. The board demands that Pooter use his special relationship with Mr. 

Huttle to convince the railroad baron to return. Unfortunately as Pooter tries to explain no such 

relationship exists, but the board refuses to listen and make it clear that if Pooter fails he will also be 

discharged.  
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Desperate Times. 

 

On returning home in a black depression Pooters mood is made worse by Carries absence. She is spending 

the week with the James’s and Pooter misses her terribly at this moment Lupin returns home. Pooter 

confronts him and an angry exchange develops in which Pooter learns that Mr. Hardfur Huttle has 

arranged for Lupin to take a position with the stock brokerage firm Glynregals. Lupin angrily tells his 

father that he does not understand love, nor that a broken heart can drive a man to madness and storms 

out. Pooter decides to settle his frayed nerves by taking a relaxing bath, unfortunately the red enamel paint 

he used to ‘improve’ it separates in the heat and he ends the evening dyed pillar box red from head to 

foot.  

As the weekend wears on Pooter becomes increasingly excited the closer it gets to Carrie’s return, but she 

fails to appear at the appointed hour and Pooter begins to worry. Suddenly a messenger appears at Pooters 

door with the fantastic news that Carrie is being held in custody! Pooter immediately sets off to rescue 

his wife from the police station, but on arriving is shocked to learn that Carrie has been arrested at a 

demonstration in support of women’s suffrage. 

 

At a crossroads. 

 

Pooter is taken to an interview room to see Carrie and meets the suffragette legal council Mr. Frillish who 

begins to take him through the strategy to be employed at the magistrates hearing the following day. Carrie 

will inevitably be fined, Frillish declares, but the real point of the hearing is publicity and the Pooters must 

display a united front in order to garner support for the movement in the court of public opinion. 

 

Pooter explodes and in the most pompous terms imaginable explains that his wife has been arrested by 

mistake, and that upon speaking with his wife the matter will be corrected. Pooter proceeds to verbally 

attack Mr. Frillbish, the suffragette movement in general, the morality of Mr. and Mrs. James in particular, 

and launches into an impromptu speech declaring that such radicalism will bring ruin to the Empire! 

 

In the midst of this tirade, which sees Pooter strut about the room like an enraged Peacock, Carrie is 

brought in. Before she can open her mouth Pooter begins to speak over her and then, to his complete 

amazement, Carrie launches a withering attack on his small mindedness, pomposity, and crippling 

conservatism. Carrie goes on to explain that these crippling flaws are destroying their marriage, she loves 
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him but cannot recognize the man she married in the man he has become. Carrie makes one final 

declaration before leaving the room: she is a suffragette and proud of it, and unless Pooter accepts this 

she will leave him. 

 

A Pooter alone. 

 

Pooter is stood in Brickfield Terrace staring at The Laurels. He walks slowly through the dark empty rooms 

until he is stood in his garden mutely surveying his tiny Empire. Pooter stares at the wall at the foot of 

the garden and as he does the familiar vibration of an approaching Locomotive begins to build. A train 

whistle pierces the night and a cloud of smoke rolls over the garden obscuring everything. When the 

smoke finally clears Pooter looks to see if the wall is still standing. It is, but has a huge crack in it. 

 

A Pooter in the Dock. 

 

Pooter is at the local magistrates’ court waiting for Carrie to have her case read. The brief hearing 

commences and before Pooter is truly aware of what is happening he is called before the judge. The 

Magistrate leans forward and impatiently begins questioning Pooter on the subject of his wife’s morality. 

At  

 

This base insult Pooter visibly tenses, puffs his chest, feathers his sidewhiskers and to Carrie’s amazement 

launches into a resounding defense of his wife. Pooter goes on to describe his wife’s courage and the 

struggle of the suffragette movement as the definition of Britishness. Such courage, Pooter argues, is 

defines Great Britain, is the secret behind the strength of the Empire, and for him to do anything other 

than support such action on the part of his wife would be the grossest form of immorality. 

 

Just the two of us. 

 

Carrie is of course heavily fined, which Pooter pays leaving the two alone together for the first time in 

days. Pooter cannot stand the tension and nearly breaks down as he haltingly asks his wife if she will come 

home with him. Carrie asks her husband if he believed what he said in court and Pooter admits that he 

doesn’t know, but promises that he will support his wife in whatever she decides to do. This is Pooter 

stripped of his pomposity and the sudden exposure of an honest, sensitive, loving man desperate to 
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understand his wife reminds Carrie why she loves him. She leans forward and gently kisses her husband 

on the cheek. In response to this small act Pooter appears on the verge of exploding with happiness, but 

instead he rams his hat onto his head, proudly takes his wife’s arm and together they walk out of the 

Magistrates court ready to face the world together. 

 

The Diary of a Somebody. 

 

Mr. Hardfur Huttle is sat reading a newspaper on the front page of which is a headline that reads ‘Pooter 

Unrepentant: City Clerk Defends Wife! Says Suffragettes Make Britain Great!’ After a moments thought 

Mr. Huttle calls for his assistant and begins to dictate a note to Mr. Pooter. The assistant is none other 

than Mr. Job Cleanands. 

 

Party like its 1909. 

 

To the amazement of both Pooter and Carrie they find themselves invited to the Lord Mayors New Years 

eve ball as the personal guests of Mr. Hardfur Huttle. Upon arriving Pooter is surprised to find that Lupin 

is also in attendance and hard at work attempting to woo a Ms. Lillian Posh sister of Mr. Murray Posh 

who is also present with his fiancé Daisy Mutlar. Carrie is the hit of the ball with both Lillian Posh and 

Daisy Mutlar excited to meet the now famous suffragette. Lupin is disgusted by this and roundly criticizes 

his Mother, but is struck dumb when Pooter jumps to the defense of his wife, criticizing Lupin for his 

dreadful pomposity.  

 

Carrie is led away by Daisy and Lillian, who pointedly ignores Lupin, whilst Mr. Murray Posh leads Pooter 

to a group of men stood some way off. Lupin is left open mouthed and alone in the center of the room. 

Meanwhile Pooter has been led to join a group of extremely powerful businessmen led by Mr. Hardfur 

Huttle. The conversation turns to matters of business and Pooter is invited to give his insights into the 

crisis at Perkupp’s. Clearly out of his depth Pooter can only offer a few vague generalities, but surprisingly 

the men nod sagely as if Pooter has delivered a series of brilliant insights and terrified by his success 

Pooter begins to spout utter gibberish on the subject of Perkupp & Sons. 

 

Finally Carrie rescues her by now exhausted and slightly drunk husband from the clutches of the group. 

Carrie is suspicious of Mr. Huttle and attempts to ask Lupin some pointed questions about the flamboyant 
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railroad baron, but Lupin is pre-occupied with trying to convince Ms. Lillian Posh that he supports 

women’s suffrage. The party ends with Mr. and Mrs. Pooter counting down the New Year together. 

   

 

 

Changes afoot at Perkupps 

 

On returning to Perkupp’s Pooter is alarmed to discover that he has been called before the board and 

fearing the worst Pooter prepares himself for dismissal. He is therefore amazed when he is asked to 

explain the exact nature of ‘The Pooter Plan’. Pooter is baffled as he has never heard of this plan before, 

but it appears that a group of investors led by Mr. Hardfur Huttle have offered to rescue Perkupps in 

exchange for control of the company. The investment plan is called ‘The Pooter Plan’ and the board has 

no choice but to accept it and Pooter is hailed as the savior of Perkupps.  

 

A Pooter triumphant. 

 

Pooter returns home to find Carrie busily conducting a meeting with Mrs. James, Daisy Mutlar, and Lillian 

Posh on the subject of Suffragette strategy. Lupin is also present sat in an armchair reading a newspaper. 

As Pooter enters Lupin begins to make a sarcastic comment, but a single look from Lillian Posh silences 

him before he can finish the thought.  

 

Mumbling that he has important matters to discuss with his wife Pooter takes Carrie by the hand and 

leads her into the back garden. Once outside Pooter can barely contain his excitement as he breathlessly 

explains to Carrie what has happened. Under the new Huttle regime Pooter has been promoted to the 

post of Accounts Manager with an increased salary and far greater responsibility. Additionally as 

recognition of his efforts on behalf of the company Perkupp & Sons have presented Pooter with the 

freehold to The Laurels…at long last Mr. and Mrs. Pooter own their own home. 

 

As Charles and Carrie stand in the back garden of their new home a familiar vibration begins to build. 

The vibration builds to a huge crescendo as a train whistle splits the air and a locomotive roars past the 

bottom of their garden. The Pooters are blanketed in a thick cloud of black smoke that slowly clears as 
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silence returns to the garden…suddenly a loud cracking is heard and the Pooters watch in exasperation 

as the wall at the bottom of their garden slowly collapses. 


